News and Events

Sep 2013

The 2nd edition of SAP Techniversity, the largest technology conference exclusively for college students in India organized by SAP was held at Bangalore on 28th Sept 2013. Five students from MCA department participated. MCA 2002-05 Batch Alumni Mr. D. Arvind who is working for SAP sponsored the registration fees for the students.

The Rotaract Club of MBA & MCA department along with Rotaract club Perungudi and VHS hospital organized a blood donation camp at SSN School of Management on 27th Sep 2013 and 106 units of blood was collected.

25 I year MCA students participated in the one-day event at Anna University, organized by the Free Software Foundation of India on Open Source Technologies to commemorate World Freedom Day on 22nd Sep 2013.

MCA Dept conducted its annual technical symposium “REBOOT 2013” on 20th Sep 2013. Mr. Hyther Nizzam, Vice President, Zoho Corporation, Chennai presided over the inauguration and addressed the students. Around 650 students from 83 different colleges participated in this event.

Mr. Rajesh A. Raveendran, Country Manager, HP Software Education and Adoption Business, Hewlett Packard India Sales Private Limited, Bangalore, delivered a guest lecture on “A New Style of IT – Opportunities in Testing” for the MCA students on 11th Sep 2013.

In the continuing series of talks organized by the IIT Alumni Club’s initiative PALS 2013, a talk was organized at Rajalakshmi Engineering College Chennai. Three of the MCA dept. students participated in the programme on 6th September 2013. The resource persons were Dr. R. Mahadevan, Director of India Pistons who gave a talk on "Future of manufacturing, Mr.Vishwanathan, HCL gave a talk on "Opportunities in service sector" and Mr. Deepak Mirza, Founder DAX networks gave a talk on “Entrepreneurship”.


Aug 2013

MBA and MCA dept organized one day workshop on "Cloud Computing" on 21 August, 2013. The morning session included a talk by eminent Prof. Rajkumar Buyya, Director, Cloud Computing and Distributed Systems (CLOUDS) Lab, the University of Melbourne, Australia and CEO, Manjrasoft Pvt. Ltd, Melbourne, Australia. In the afternoon session, Dr Buyya and
team held a discussion with Director, MCA HOD and MCA faculty members regarding feasibility of setting up a Cloud computing lab in our organization. The workshop was convened by Prof. Srinivas Gumparthi, coordinators were Ms Geeta Santhosh, Associate Professor and Ms. A Subashini, Assistant Professor.

MCA dept. organized an android workshop for the MCA III year students during August 19-20, 2013. The resource people were from Griffin Education Pvt Ltd.

MCA alumni 2002-05 batch Mr. B Dwaraknath, Executive Paypal Ltd and Kaushik Krishnan TCS conducted workshop for MCA final year “Are you placement ready” on 24th & 31st August and 1st Sept. 2013

As a part of the industrial visit, sixty two students of II year MCA along with two staff members visited "Chips Software Systems", a software company at Cochin, Kerala on 15 Aug 2013.

Dr. C. Jayakumari, Associate Professor, MCA dept., attended the doctoral committee meeting at St. Peter's University, Avadi on 31st July 2013 and at Vel's university on 2nd August, 2013.

Special classes were conducted for 5 days for the 13 students who have joined II year of MCA programme as lateral entry students.

Mr. N. Narenn, Director, Putra Intelek International College, Malaysia, Founder, Risk Management Institute, India, Founder, MY ENGLISH Language Centres and CEO, Giga Vistas Management Consultancy (P) Ltd, India conducted weekly communication skills classes for MCA III year and Mr. Ramachandran (VETA) conducted the communication skills classes for MCA II year students.

IIT Alumni Club’s initiative PALS 2013 which is PAN IIT ALUMNI LEADERSHIP SERIES organized a talk at VIT Chennai. Three of MCA dept. students participated in a lecture on Entrepreneurship on 30th August 2013. The resource person was Dr. L Ganesh, IIT Madras.

MCA student team comprising of four II MCA students, Shabnam S, Suriya P, Sudha B , Divya N took part in the final round of IBM great Mind challenge.

**Jul 2013**

MCA department hosted their first AICTE sponsored National Conference on “Recent Trends in Computer Applications” on 26th July. Dr. T. Santhanam, Prof. & Head, MCA Dept., D G Vaishnav College Chennai, was the key note speaker for the inauguration and Dr. S Krishnakumar, Senior Technical Officer, DRDO Chennai, was the key note speaker for valedictory. Around 250 papers were received and 29 papers were selected for presentation. The conference was categorized into four different panels namely Image Processing and Digital Signal processing, Networks and Mobile Computing, Grid Computing and Cloud computing and finally Data Mining and Data Warehousing. Select papers will be published in the journal International Journal of Computer Applications and bestowed with all the regular IJCA indexing privileges in academic databases including Google Scholar, Informatics, Proquest CSA
Technology Research database, NASA ads(Harvard University)Cite seer, UlrichWeb, Scientific Commons University of Karlsruhe etc.

Training by SMART was held for MCA V Semester students from 1st to 6th July. Quantitative Aptitude, Verbal Ability and Logical reasoning was covered in the training.

Ms Geeta Santhosh, Associate Professor, MCA dept. attended the GC Meet at GSGARCT Coimbatore as a Bharathiar University nominee.

Dr. C. Jayakumari, Associate Professor, MCA dept. was the doctoral committee member at Veltech University.

Mr. Devarajan M, Lab Assistant, MCA dept., participated in a workshop on “Open Source Lab” organized by KCG College of Technology.